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ON INJECTIVE HOLOMORPHIC FREDHOLM MAPPINGS 
OF INDEX 0 IN COMPLEX BANACH SPACES 
Dietmar ABTS1) 
Abstract: We prove that an infective holomorphic Fred-
holm mapping"~of index 0 defined on an open subset G of a 
complex Banach space maps G biholomorphically onto the open 
set f(G). !3?his is the infinite-dimensional version of a deep 
theorem in C n due to Osgood. There are counter-examples 
which show that the assertion does not hold for arbitrary 
holomorphic functions in infinite-dimensional spaces. We al-
so establish a criterion for the inactivity of a holomorph-
ic map which can be approximated by infective holomorphic 
maps. In the finite-dimensional case this theorem is due to 
Carath^odory. 
Key words: Complex Banach space, holomorphic mapping, 
linear Fredholm operator of index 0, analytic set, measure 
of non-compactness, strict set contraction. 
Classification: 46G20 
1. Introduction. Let X and Y be complex Banach spaces 
and let G be an open subset of X. A function f :G—> Y is 
called holomorphic if f has a complex-linear Frgchet deri-
vative f '(x) at each point x of G (cf. Hille, Phillips L8l). 
The map f is called biholomorphic if f is infective, f(G) is 
open anil the inverse f~ is holomorphic. 
It is a known result that in <D an infective holomor-
1) This paper is based on part of the author's dissertation 
research at RW1H Aachen under the supervision of Prof. 
Dr. J. Reinermann, cf.£11. 
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phic map is biholomorphic. The corresponding result does 
not seem to be .known in infinite dimensions even as3uming 
the range ia an open aet (cf. Suffridge tl3J). 
The following example 3how3 that we cannot omit the as3ump-
tion that the range f(G) ia an open aet. 
Let c be the epace of complex null aequences x = (x^) 
with the norm llxl := suplx_l • Define f:c — > c by 
тvчXч ,x^j.../j:= vx-i џx-г|XAIxx,•••/« 
Then f is an infective holomorphic map. But f'(o) = 0, hence 
f~ fails to be holomorphic. 
Now we present a special clas3 of holomorphic maps in 
complex Banach spaces for which the problem raised above has 
a positive solution. 
Definition: Let X and Y be complex Banach spaced and 
let G be an open subset of X. A map f : G —> Y is called holo­
morphic Fredholm mapping of index 0 if f is holomorphic and 
f '(x) is a linear Fredholm operator of index 0 for each xeG, 
i.e. dim f'(x) (o) = codim f'(x)(X) ^ co (cf. Hirzebruch, 
Scharlau t9J). 
Obviously all holomorphic functions mapping an open set in 
£ n into $n belong to this class of operators. 
If g:G—>X is holomorphic and a strict set contraction with 
respect to the Kuratowski-meaaure of noncompactneas. then 
Id-g is a holomorphic Fredholm mapping of index 0 (cf. Nus9-
baum tl2j; Eisenack, Fenske t73). 
We note that g+h is a strict set contraction provided 
that g:Q—> X is compact and h:G—> X is a Lipschitz map with 
constant k< 1. 
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2» Main results. A function f:G—*Y is said to be lo-
cally infective if for each x c G there is a neighborhood II 
of x in G such that f|^ is infective. 
Theorem 1: Let X and Y be complex Banach spaces, let 
G be an open subset of X and f:G—>X a holomorphic Fredholm 
mapping of index 0. 
Then f is locally infective if and only if f'(x) is a homeo-
morphism onto Y for each xeG. 
ftie example in the introduction shows that the Fredholm pro-
perty of f is essential. 
Corollary: Let X and Y be complex Banach spaces, G an 
open subset of X and let f:G—>Y be an infective holomorph-
ic Fredholm mapping of index 0. 
Then f maps G biholomorphically onto the open set f(G). 
Ihis is an easy consequence of theorem 1 and the implicit 
function theorem for holomorphic maps yielding the holomor-
phy of the inverse f" (cf. Dieudonne* [6J). 
Theorem 2: Let Gc X be open and connected and let f: 
G —*Y be a holomorphic Fredholm mapping of index 0 such 
that there is some xQ€Gwith f'(xQ) infective. 
Then the set {rcGJf'(x) is a homeomorphism onto Yj is open, 
connected and dense in G. 
Our next theorem gives a criterion for the injectivity of a 
holomorphic map which can be approximated by infective holo-
morphic maps. 
There is a well-known theorem in complex function theo-
ry which says that a complex-valued holomorphic function f 
defined on a region G in C is constant or infective provi-
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ded that f can be approximated uniformly on compact subsets 
of G by a sequence of infective holomorphic functions (cf. 
Diederich, Remmert 15.]). 
The analogous statement does not hold in the higher-dimensi-
2 2 2 2 
onal case. Let f: C — > t and fn: £ -—>C be defined by 
f (x,y) : = (x,o) and f (x,y) : = (x,^) respectively. Then f is 
neither constant nor infective. 
Theorem } : Let X and Y be complex Banach spaces, G an 
open and connected subset of X and let f :G — > Y be a holomor-
phic Fredholm mapping of index 0 such that there is a sequen-
ce (--*n)neRA of infective holomorphic mappings fn:G —> Y which 
converges locally uniformly in G to f. 
Then f is infective if and only if there is some x e G such 
that f '(x) is infective. 
In the case X = Y = C n the theorem is due to Carath^o-
dory [4.1. The proofs of the theorems are given in section 4. 
3- Auxiliary lemmas. Throughout the following let X 
and Y be compilex Banach spaces. L(X,Y) denotes the space of 
linear and continuous operators T:X—> Y equipped with the 
corresponding operator norm. For x c X and r ^ o B(x,r) deno-
tes the open ball with radius r and center x, B(x,r) denotes 
the closed ball. 
Lemma 1: Let G c X be open and connected, U an open and 
nonempty subset of G anil let f :G—> X be holomorphic such 
that fj-j = o. 
Then f = o. 
Lemma 2: Let G C X be open and f:G—•*• Y holomorphic. 
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Then the derivative f':G—.>L(X,Y) is holomorphic. 
Lemma 3: Let GcX be open and let ifn^neU be & sequen*-
ce of holomorphic functions -?n-G—;> Y which converges local-
ly uniformly in G to the function f:G—#-Y. 
Then f is holomorphic and the sequence (f') converges local-
ly uniformly to the derivative f' with respect to the opera-
tor norm. 
Lemma 1, £ and 3 can be easily deduced from the theory 
given in Bochnak, Siciak t 23,C3J. 
Lemma 4: Let GcX be open and connected, f:G —> <D ho-
lomorphic and let (:->n)n6|W
 De a sequence of holomorphic func-
tions f n-G—>C which converges locally uniformly to f. 
Suppose that fn has no zeroes in G for n € IN » 
Then either f = o or f has no zeroes in G. 
Proof: Suppose f+ o and let xQe G. By lemma 1 there is 
heX and r>o such that g(z):= f(x +zh) (z e € and !z.<r) 
is nonconstant. Define g^(z):= fn(xQ+zh) for n c N and jzl<r. 
Then by assumption gn has no zeroes and (g_) converges local-
ly uniformly to g. Hence by a well-known result g has no ze-
roes, too (cf. Diederich, Remmert [51). In particular g(o)4=o, 
i.e. f(x0)4*o. 
Lemma 5; Let Gc (Dn be open and f :G — > € be holomor-
phic and infective. 
Then det f '(x)=^o for all xeG. 
For a proof see Narasimhan till, chapt. 5, Th. 5. 
Lemma 6: Let T;X—•> Y be a linear Fredholm operator of 
index 0. Then there is a linear continuous operator F:X—> Y 
such that F(X) is finite-dimensional and T+F is a homeomor-
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phi8m onto Y. 
Lemma 7: Let Gc X be open, f:G—* Y be a holomorphic 
Fredholm mapping of index 0 and xQe G. 
Then there is a linear continuous operator F:X—* Y such 
that F(X) is finite-dimensional and S:= f'(x )+F is a line-
ar homeomorphism onto Y, and there exists an open neighbor-
hood U of x in G such that the mappings defined by 
R(x):=f(x)-f(xQ)-f'(x0)(x-xQ) (xe U), 
g(x):=-S"1o R(x) (xeU) and 
k(x):=x0-S
-*1(f(x0))+S"
1o F(x-xQ) (xeX) 
have the following properties: 
k(X) is contained in a finite-dimensional subspace of X, 
g is Ldpschitz function with constant less than 1 and 
f(x)=S(x-k(x)-g(x)) for all xeU. 
Proof: By lemma 6 we may choose a linear continuous 
operator F:X—y Y such that F(X) is finite-dimensional and 
S:=f'(x )+F is a linear homeomorphism onto Y. Let e ^ O with 
€, )| S" 1^1. By the mean-value theorem there exists an open 
neighborhood U of xQ in G such that Rj-j is Lipschitz func-




hence f(x) = S(x-k(x)-g(x)). 
Lemma 8: Let UcX be open, -\eCO,l) and g:U<—^X such 
that g is holomorphic and ti g(x)-g(y) ii £. &*H x-y II for all 
x,yeU. Then Id-g maps U biholomorphically onto the open set 
(Id-g)(U). 
Proof: By an easy application of Banach's fixed point 
theorem Id-g is infective and (Id-g)(U) is open. 
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Since i|g'(x)i £. A for all xg U, (Id-g)'(x) is invertible 
and the implicit function theorem (cf. Dieudonne' L6]) yields 
the holomorphy of (Id-g)~ • 
Lemma 9: Let x e X, r;>o, f:B(x ,r)—> Y be holomor-
phic and f'(x ) a linear homeomorphism onto Y. Let (f) ^ 
be a sequence of holomorphic maps f :B(xQ,r)—> Y converg-
ing uniformly to f on B(x ,r). 
Then there exists a neighborhood V of f(x ) in Y and nQe IN 
such that V c r\ f (B(x„,r)). m,zm.Q n o* 
Proof: Let f Q :=f and y 0 -
= f
0 ( x 0 ) . % lemma 3 t^x ) —> 
—** fo ( xo> "*"n L ( x > y ) * Since f ' ( x ) i s a homeomorphism,there 
i s n-j e W such t h a t f«(-<0) i s a homeomorphism for n £ n-» • 
Define S n (x ,y ) : = f n ( x 0 ) "
1 ( y - f n ( x ) ) + x fo r x e B ( x Q , r ) , y e Y and 
n e l o S u i k l k ^ r n - ^ . We have S^x^) = o i f f f n ( x ) = y , and 
( S n ) x ( x , y ) = -
f
n
( x o r l ° f n ( x ) + I d -
II ( S n ) x ( x , y ) li £ 11 fn (x 0 ) "
1 H ( II f n (x ) - f 0 (x ) ' i i + l t ^ 0 (x ) - f 0 (x 0 ) l i + 
» f o ( x o > - f n ( x o ) l > - . S i n c e ( f n ( x o > * " X > - > f o ( x o > " ^ 
( \ t'(xQ)~ I )nclN ^
s DOUn<-ted. Lemma 2 and 3 imply t h a t t h e -
r e i s o < cf< r , Jl e L0,1) and n 2 £ n^ such t h a t li (S n ) x (x ,y)H £ 
<£ X fo r li x -x 0 l | £• cf , y e Y and n e ( o ? u U | k ? n 2 l . 
ttSn(x,y)-Sn(x,y)|l = \\f (S n ) x <x+t (x -x ) ) ( x -x )d t \\ £ X II x -x II . 
Let o < €/ < (1 -^Dcf . There i s jo > o, n^2rn 2 such t h a t 
I S n ( x o > y > - x o * * * f n ( x o r l « ( rtfn(xo>-fo(xo>« + ftfo(xo>^ ,l >< 
< S fo r n d i o l u - i k } k i r n ^ ] and lly-y0 il ^- jo . 
Hence ttSa(x,y)-xQ It £ Acf + £ .<: ^ t c f + d - A , ) ^ = */" f o r 
II x-xQ l| & d" , tl y - y 0 tt * £> and n e -toju {k | k ^ n 3 i . 
By Banach's fixed point theorem there is exactly one function 
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c p n : B ( y 0 , p ) ^ B ( x 0 , c T ) such that S n ( y a ( y ) f y ) = y n ( y ) , 
i . e . ^ n ( y n
( y ) ) = y # 
The est imation ) l y 0 ( y ) - y 0 ( y ) I U t t S Q ( y 0 ( y ) , y ) -
- V ? 0
( y } ' y ) f t + l l s o ( 9 0
( y ) ' y ) ^ o ( Vo^*^" ~x& po1**-
- SP0(y)H
 + H : f o ( x o ^ " " Hy-yll shows that 9 0 i s continuous. 
In rather the same way i t i s shown that ( cp ) —> <$> u n i -
formly on B (y Q , (D) . 
Because of II 9 n ( y ) - x Q II ^ 11 9>n(y)- g>0(y)li + l 9 0 ( y ) -
- 9 0
( y o ^ " there i s o < ^<p and n . e IN such that 
cp n (B (y 0 ,^ , ) ) c B ( x Q , r ) for TiZn^. Now l e t V : = B ( y o , ^ ) , then 
V c 9 ~ 1 ( B ( x o , r ) ) c f n ( B ( x 0 , r ) ) for n^n. and we are done. 
Def in i t ion: Let GcX be open. A subset AcG i s ca l l ed 
an analyt ic s e t i f for each x e G there e x i s t s an open ne igh-
borhood U of x in G and f i n i t e l y many holomorphic funct ions 
f l f . . . , f :U—.> € such that 
AnU = { z e U j f-^z) = . . . = f n ( z ) = o L 
Lemma 10: Let GcX be open and connected and let A be 
an analytic subset of Gsuch that A4=G. 
Then G\A is open, connected and dense in G. 
The proof may b& carried out along the lines of the fi-
nite-dimensional version of lemma 10 given in Narasimhan 
111}, chapt. 4, Prop. 1. 
Lemma 11: Let x e X, r>o, f:B(x ,r)—^Y be a holomor-
phic Fredholm mapping of index 0. Let FeL(X,Y) such that 
F(X) is finite-dimensional and f '(x)-F is invertible for all 
xeB(x0,r). Let P:Y—^F(X) be a linear continuous projection 
onto F(X). Define S:B(xQ,r) — > L(Y,Y) by S(z) :=Fo (f '(z)-F)"*
1. 
Then S is holomorphic and for all zeB(x ,r) 
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f'(z) is invertible if and only if det (P © (Id+Z))| F/x))+
0# 
Proof: By lemma 2 S is holomorphic. Let ze B(x0,r) 
and Q:=Id-P. It is easy to see that Id+Po S(z)o Q is inver-
tible. f'(z) = (Id+S(z)) o (f'(z)-F) = 
(Id+Po S(z) o Q) o (Id+P*S(z) o p) o (f '{z)~f). 
Hence f'(z) is invertible iff Id+P*S(z)«P is invertible. * 
Since Id+P o S(z) <»P- Q+P o (Id+S(z)) o p, Id+P o S(z) o P is 
invertible iff Po (Id+S(z))|F(x)<s L(F(X),F(X)) is inverti-
ble. Hence f'(z) is invertible iff det (P o (Id+S(z)) jF(x))+ o. 
4. Proof of the theorems 
Proof of theorem 1: If f'(x) is a homeomorphism onto 
X, then by the implicit function theorem (cf. Dieudonne' 16J) 
there exists a neighborhood U of x in G such that f J-j is in-
fective. Now we suppose that f is locally infective. Let 
x 6 G. We choose F, S, U, R, g and k according to lemma 7 
and such that f j-j is infective. By lemma 8 Id-k o (Id-g) : 
(Id-g)(U)—^X is holomorphic. The identity f(x) = 
= S(x-k(x)-g(x)) for xcU implies that Id-k o (Id-g)""1 is in-
fective. 
We assume that f'(xQ) is not invertible. Then there is 
heXN-iol such that f'(xQ)(h) = o. We have R'(x ) = o, 
g'<xo) =-S-
1OR'(X 0) * 0, (Id-g)'(x0) = Id-g'(xQ) = Id, 
k'(xQ) = s"
ldF, therefore (Id-k o (Id-g)"*1)'((Id-g) (xQ)) = 
= Id-S"1° F. 
Let E be a finite-dimensional subspace of X such that k(X)c 
c E, (Id-g)(xQ)€ 1 and h * E. Then the function 
Id-k o (Id-g)"" |(i(i.g)(Tj)nE
:(-:d-g)(u)^ E — * E is holomorphic 
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and infective. 
Now by lemma 5 
id-s-1oF|E= (id-k.(id-g)-
1|{Id_g)(u)nB)'((ia-g)(x0)) is 
invertible in L(E,E). 
But F(h) = f'(xQ)(h)+F(h) = S(h), and S*"
1oF(h) = h, h + o, 
a contradiction. Hence f'(x ) is invertible. 
Proof of theorem 2: Let A:= 4 xs (?|f'(x) is not injec-
tivel. By assumption A4=G. We show that A is an analytic 
subset of G. Then lemma 10 yields the assertion. 
Let xeG. By lemma 6 there is a finite-dimensional linear 
operator FeL(X,Y) such that f'(x)-F is invertible. Since 
xh->f'(x) is continuous, we find r >o with B(x,r)c G such 
that f'(x)-F is invertible for all xeB(x,r). 
Define <p:£(x,r) —> £ by g>(z) :det(P Q (Id+S(z)) ]F(X)) accor-
ding to lemma 11. Then g> is holomorphic and AnB(x,r) = 
= £xeB(x,r) j cp (x) = ol. 
Proof of theorem 3: If f is infective, then by theorem 
1 f'(x) is infective for all xcG. 
Now suppose that there is xeG such that f'(x) is infective. 
We first show that f'(x) is infective for all xeG. Let x e G . 
By lemma 6 there exists a finite-dimensional linear operator 
FeL(X,Y) such that f'(xQ)-F is invertible. By lemma 2 and 3 
there is r> o and n e IN such that B(x ,r)cG, f'(x)-F and 
f'(x)-F are invertible and f^(x) is a Fredholm operator of 
index 0 for n>n 0, xe3(x ,r). 
Define S(z) :=F o (f'(z)-F)""1, Sn(z) :=F o (f^(z)-F)""
1 for 
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z€B(xQ,r) and n> n . Let P be a linear continuous projec-
tion from Y onto F(X). Define 9? :B(xQ,r) —;> C by g>(z):= 
:= det(P o (Id+S(z))|F,xj) and yn:B(x0,r) —* £ for n > n Q by 
cpn(z):= det(Po (Id+S (z)) |F(X\) • We verify the assumptions 
of lemma 4. 
By lemma 11 <y and g> are holomorphic. By theorem 1 f'(x) 
is invertible for xeB(xQ,r) and n e IM . gpn(z)-#o for ze 
eB(xQ,r), n£ nQ by lemma 11. Since (fn(x))—•> f '(x) locally 
uniform3y in G, (Sn(z))—-> S(z) locally uniformly in B(x ,r) 
, , - ilA-BDHlA"1!)2 
(note that IIA -B~xll ̂- -r- provided that 
1 - ItA-BMlA""1)! 
A,BeL(X,Y) and I|A-Bll£ 1± , cf. Kato ClO], chapt. I , § 4) . 
II A ~ tl 
Hence ( <j?n) — > cp locally uniformly in B(x ,r). 
By theorem 2 there is xeB(xQ,r) such that f'(x) is in-
vertible, hence 9(x)#-o by lemma 11. Now lemma 4 shows that 
9? has no zeroes in B(xQ,r), therefore f'(z) is invertible 
for all zeB(x ,r) by lemma 11. 
We claim that f is infective. 
Let x-.,x2eG, x-,4
ix2. By lemma 9 there exists a neighborhood 
U of X-L in G such that X p ^ ^ and a neighborhood V of f(x-i) 
and n^ e IN such that V c Q --V.CU)* o m.^m0 n* 
Hence fn(x2)#-V for n 2 n Q by the injectivity of fn. Since 
(fn(x2))—T>f(x2), we obtain f (x^ 4-f U 2 ) . 
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